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1.  Introduction 
This article investigates in the framework of Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) the ablative 
case in Japanese, which alternates with the nominative or the dative in certain constructions.*  It 
is argued that in order to account for these alternations, the recognition of multiple thematic 
relations and the use of metaphors is essential.  In the balance of Section 1, I briefly explain 
nominal formatives and their alternations in Japanese.  While nominative-ablative alternation has 
received little attention heretofore, dative-ablative alternation has been investigated by many 
researchers.  Section 2 summarizes three of these previous studies.  Section 3 introduces some 
fundamental concepts of RRG which will be employed in the current analysis.  In Section 4 I 
analyze the data and propose a RRG account of nominative-ablative and dative-ablative 
alternation.  Section 5 discusses the implications of multiple thematic relations, a notion which is 
appealed to extensively in this study.  The ablative alternations depend on crucially the agentivity 
encoded in participating predicates; section 6 examines agentivity and how it is encoded in 
Japanese predicates.  Section 7 concludes the article. 

1.1.  Three Types of NPs 
It is commonly assumed that NPs in Japanese fall into three categories based on the type of 
nominal formative that is attached to them (Kuroda 1965, Kuno 1973, Inoue 1976, Shibatani 
1978, Miyagawa 1989, inter alia).  I have labeled these three categories NPs with a grammatical, 
semantic, or pragmatic formative — a maximally theory-neutral characterization. 

(1) a.  NPs with a Grammatical Formative: NP-ga (nominative), NP-o (accusative), NP-no      
    (genitive), NP-ni (dative) 

   b.  NPs with a Semantic Formative: NP-kara (ablative), NP-e (allative), NP-ni (allative,      
   inner-locative), NP-de (outer-locative), NP-to (comitative), NP-de (instrumental), etc. 

   c.  NPs with a Pragmatic Formative: NP-wa (topic), NP-mo (additive), NP-dake            
    (restrictive), etc. 

If an NP is marked with a grammatical formative, it holds a grammatical relation to its predicate, 
and the predicate in turn determines the NP’s thematic relation (alias semantic role, thematic 

                                                 
* This is a revised and extended version of a paper presented at the Role and Reference Grammar 
Workshop held at the International Conference on Functional Approaches to Grammar, University of 
New Mexico, Albuquerque, July 27, 1995.  I would like to thank the participants in the Workshop, 
especially Robert Van Valin and Toshio Ohori.  My thanks also go to Orin Gensler and Helen Wheeler 
for their suggestions and criticism. 
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role, θ-role).  If an NP is marked with a semantic formative, the NP and the formative jointly 
determine the thematic relation, which is, to a great extent, independent of the predicate.  
Pragmatic formatives need not designate a thematic relation of the NP at all; they may signal 
aspects of the discourse flow or express the speaker’s presupposition/point of view.  This third, 
pragmatic, category will not be further considered in this study. 

1.2.  Formative Alternations 

1.2.1.  Grammatical Formatives 
One significant characteristic of grammatical formatives is that they can alternate in certain 
constructions without changing the thematic relation of the NP that they attach to.  For example, 
identical situations can be described by using either the nominative or the accusative, as shown in 
(2) and (3).1 

(2) a.  kuruma   ga     tomete       aru. 
      car       NOM  stop-CONJ   be 
      ‘There is a car parked (there).’ 

   b.  kuruma   o      tomete       aru. 
      car       ACC   stop-CONJ   be 
      ‘There is a car parked (there).’ 

(3)    mizu   ga/o          nomitai. 
      water   NOM/ACC   drink-DES 
      ‘(I) want to drink water.’ 

Sentences (2a) and (2b) involve different grammatical constructions (Hasegawa 1992a, 1992b).  
Nevertheless, the noun kuruma ‘car’ holds the same thematic relation to the verb tome- ‘stop’ in 
both sentences.  When the NP is low in referentiality, as in (3), a desiderative predicate permits 
both nominative and accusative marking.2 

Another example of grammatical formative alternation can be observed between the 
nominative and the dative, as shown in (4).  Such a dative NP that alternates with the nominative 
is frequently referred to as a dative subject (Shibatani 1990: 303-306). 

                                                 
1 Abbreviations: CONJ = conjunctive particle; ALL = allative; DES = desiderative; NMLZ = 
nominalizer. 
2 When the NP is high in referentiality and the predicate is high in transitivity, only accusative marking is 
allowed: 

      aitu     *ga/o        korositai. 
      the guy   NOM/ACC   kill-DES 
      ‘(I) want to kill the guy.’ 
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(4)   dare   ga/ni        sonna   muzukasii     koto     ga      wakaru      no. 
     who   NOM/DAT  such    complicated   matter   NOM   understand   NMLZ 
     ‘Who understands such a complicated matter?’ 

The nominative and the genitive can alternate as subject marker in relative clauses. 

(5)   [zyoon   ga/no         katta]    kuruma 
      Joan    NOM/GEN   bought   car 
     ‘The car Joan bought’ 

1.2.2.  Semantic Formatives 
Unlike grammatical formatives, semantic formatives do not normally exhibit alternation.  For 
instance, if we change the comitative to the ablative (6a) or to the dative (6b), the thematic 
relation of the NP automatically changes, so that the NP can no longer refer to the same 
participant in the same state of affairs. 

(6) a.  kono  kuruma   wa     zyoon   to/kara       katta. 
      this   car       TOP   Joan     COM/ABL   bought 
      ‘This car, I bought (it) with/from Joan.’ 

   b.  kono  kuruma   wa     zyoon  to/ni         katta. 
      this   car       TOP   Joan    COM/DAT   bought 
      ‘This car, I bought (it) with/for Joan.’ 

A noteworthy exception to this generalization about semantic formatives is the ablative, 
which can sometimes alternate with the nominative (7a) or with the dative (7b). 

(7) a.  watasi   ga/kara      okane    o      siharaimasu. 
      I        NOM/ABL  money   ACC   pay 
      ‘I’ll pay the money.’ 

   b.  watasi   wa     zyoon   ni/kara      okane    o      karita. 
      I        TOP   Joan     DAT/ABL   money   ACC   borrowed 
      ‘I borrowed money from Joan.’ 

These alternations are not possible with all predicates; e.g., nominative-ablative alternation is 
permitted with siharaimasu ‘pay’ in (7a) but not with tukaimasu ‘use’ in (8a), and dative-ablative 
alternation is permitted with karita ‘borrowed’ in (7b) but not with miseta ‘showed’ in (8b). 

(8) a.  watasi   ga/*kara      okane    o      tukaimasu. 
      I        NOM/ABL   money   ACC   use 
      ‘I’ll use the money.’ 
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   b.  watasi   wa     zyoon   ni/*kara    okane    o      miseta. 
      I        TOP   Joan     DAT/ABL  money   ACC   showed 
      ‘I showed Joan the money.’ 

The present study is concerned with the nominative-ablative and dative-ablative alternations 
exemplified in (7).  Henceforth, these will be referred to as the N-A alternation and D-A 
alternation, respectively. 

1.3.  Inceptive Ablative 
A brief digression is in order here.  In general, the ablative NP designates the thematic relation 
SOURCE, i.e. the place from which something comes or is obtained.  Therefore, we naturally 
expect that the ablative NP should be compatible only with a movement/transfer verb, as an 
indication of the origin of the movement/transfer.  An ablative NP can, however, co-occur with a 
non-movement/non-transfer predicate as well; in such a case, its thematic relation may not be 
SOURCE in a straightforward way.  Consider the following sentences. 

(9) a.  yasai       kara    tabeta. 
      vegetable    ABL   ate 
      Lit. ‘(I) ate (it) from vegetables.’ 
      ‘(I) ate (it), starting with the vegetables.’ 

   b.  hurui   biru      kara    torikowasita. 
      old     building   ABL   demolished 
      Lit. ‘(We) demolished (them) from old buildings.’ 
      ‘(We) demolished the buildings, starting with the old ones.’ 

In (9a) the ablative NP indicates the inception of the activity of eating.  In (9b) the ablative NP 
first implies the iteration of the activity of demolishment and then points to the inception of this 
iterated event as a whole.  In neither sentence does the ablative NP indicate a SOURCE in the 
spatial domain.  Underlying the ablative marking in (9) is the ACTIVITY IS A PATH metaphor 
(as discussed in Lakoff (1987), which is evoked in the process of sentence 
production/comprehension.  The activity of eating or the iteration of demolishment is thus 
conceived as a PATH, and the ablative NP designates what was eaten (9a) or what was 
demolished (9b) at the starting point of the PATH.  I will call this use of the ablative the 
inceptive ablative. 

The inceptive ablative should not be confused with the kind of ablative that is involved in N-
A or D-A alternation.  When the inceptive ablative appears on a non-AGENT NP, as in (9), no 
such confusion can occur.  On the other hand, when the inceptive ablative marks an AGENT, as 
in (10-11), the sentence becomes potentially ambiguous between the inceptive reading (10a, 11a) 
and a reading which permits N-A alternation (10b, 11b). 

(10)  watasi   kara    siharaimasu. 
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     I        ABL   pay 
     a.  ‘I’ll start paying./I’ll pay first./I’ll be the one who pays first.’   [Inceptive] 
     b.  ‘I’ll pay.’ 

(11)  watasi   kara    watasimasu. 
     I        ABL   hand over 
     a.  ‘I’ll start handing (something) over (to them).’   [Inceptive] 
     b.  ‘I’ll hand (something) over (to them).’ 

The a-reading is appropriate when a group of people, including the speaker, will pay for 
something or hand something over to someone individually and successively, and the speaker 
wants to be the one who initiates the action.  In the b-reading, by contrast, the group will pay or 
hand over something collectively and the speaker volunteers to do so on behalf of the whole 
group.  It is only in the latter situation that N-A alternation can occur. 

The confusion between the inceptive reading and the reading allowing D-A alternation may 
also arise in causative constructions, where the causee is the AGENT of the inner predicate. 

(12)   watasi   wa     zyoon   ni/kara      siharaw-ase-ta. 
      I        TOP   Joan     DAT/ABL   pay-CAUS-PST 

      a.  ‘I made (them) pay, starting with Joan.’   [Inceptive] 
      b.  ‘I made Joan pay.’ 

In (12a) more than one person was made to pay, and the ablative NP refers to the inception of the 
iterated event; in (12b) only Joan was made to pay.  Again, D-A alternation can occur only in the 
b-situation. 

2.  Previous Analyses of D-A Alternation 
While there has been a considerable amount of study of D-A alternation, N-A alternation has 
received little attention.  This section, therefore, summarizes earlier accounts of D-A alternation 
only. 

2.1.  Classical Transformational Grammar 

2.1.1.  Inoue’s Account 
Employing the framework proposed by Chomsky (1965), Inoue (1970: 257-262) argues that the 
interchangeability of the dative and the ablative is due to inherent properties of certain predicates.  
Predicates which permit the alternation, she suggests, are associated with the subcategorization 
feature [+[... SOURCE, GOAL ____]].  A sentence with such a predicate has both SOURCE and 
GOAL NPs in its underlying structure.  In her analysis the underlying structure of (13) is (14).3 

                                                 
3 I have simplified Inoue’s analysis somewhat for expository purposes. 
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(13)    titi      ga/kara      zizyoo     o      imooto    e       tutaeta. 
       Father   NOM/ABL  situation   ACC   sister     ALL   passed 

       ‘Father passed (the information about) the situation to (his) sister.’ 

(14)    [titii]NP [zizyoo titii (kara) imooto (e) tutae-]VP 

This underlying structure can yield three possible outcomes: (15a) by reflexivization, or (15b) by 
deletion of the second occurrence of titi, or (15c) by deletion of the first occurrence of titi.  The 
ablative version in (13) is derived from (15c) by scrambling. 

(15) a.  titi      ga      zizyoo     o     zibun   kara   imooto    e      tutaeta. 
       Father   NOM   situation   ACC   self    ABL   sister     ALL   passed 
       ‘Father passed (the information about) the situation to (his) sister by himself.’ 
    b.  titi ga zizyoo o imooto e tutaeta. 
    c.  zizyoo o titi kara imooto e tutaeta. 

2.1.2.  Shibatani’s Account 
Shibatani (1978: 297-302), also working in the framework of Chomsky (1965), asserts that 
predicates that permit D-A alternation actually belong to pairs of directionally opposed predicates 
— e.g. iu/kiku ‘tell/hear’, osieru/narau ‘teach/learn’, kasu/kariru ‘lend/borrow’, yaru/morau 
‘give/receive’.  Such surface pairs are actually the dual reflexes of a single underlying-structure 
‘archi-predicate’ that is neutral as to directionality, e.g. ‘KASU/KARIRU’.  The dative, Shibatani 
argues, marks any non-subject AGENT NP, whereas the ablative marks a non-subject NP that is 
simultaneously AGENT and SOURCE; D-A alternation is possible only for NPs of the latter 
type.  He illustrates his analysis using the underlying structure (16). 

(16)    [ yamada-sensee    taroo              hon            KASU/KARIRU4 ] 
        Prof. Yamada     Taro              book           lend/borrow 
        AGENT         (AGENT)          OBJECTIVE 
        SOURCE        BENEFICIARY 
                        GOAL 

In (16), taroo need not fulfill the AGENT roll, and thus ‘AGENT’ is presented in parentheses.  
If, however, taroo is selected to be the subject, it functions as AGENT and is marked with the 
nominative; KASU/KARIRU is realized as the surface predicate kariru ‘borrow’; yamada-sensee 
‘Prof. Yamada’ is marked either with the dative (by virtue of AGENT) or the ablative (by virtue 
of AGENT + SOURCE), yielding (17a).  If, on the other hand, yamada-sensee is selected to be 
the subject, it is marked with the nominative, KASU/KARIRU yields kasu ‘lend’ as surface 
predicate, and taroo, which is not a SOURCE, can only be marked by the dative, as in (17b). 

                                                 
4 KASU/KARIRU denotes the abstract predicate which becomes either kasu or kariru in surface 
structure. 
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(17) a.  taroo   ga     yamada-sensee   ni/kara     hon    o     kariru. 
              NOM         teacher  DAT/ABL    book   ACC   borrow 

       ‘Taro borrows books from Prof. Yamada.’ 

    b.  yamada-sensee   ga      taroo   ni/*kara    hon    o     kasu. 
              teacher  NOM          DAT/ABL    book   ACC   lend 

       ‘Prof. Yamada lends books to Taro.’ 

Shibatani stresses that an NP involved in D-A alternation cannot be a mere SOURCE, but 
must be both AGENT and SOURCE.  In (17a), where yamada-sensee satisfies this requirement, 
dative marking is permitted; in (18), where the nonanimate kenkyuusitu ‘office’ is simply a 
SOURCE, dative alternation cannot occur. 

(18)    taroo   ga      sensee   no   kenkyuusitu  *ni/kara    hon   o    kariru. 
              NOM   teacher  GEN  office         DAT/ABL   book  ACC  borrow 

       ‘Taro borrows books from (the) professor’s office.’ 

2.2.  Ikegami’s Account 
Ikegami (1987) takes a view that is radically different from Inoue’s or Shibatani’s.  Considering 
ni (including the case that I have glossed as dative) to be the GOAL marker, he argues that ‘the 
source and the goal do not constitute an equal and mutually contrasting pair of concepts and that 
language seems to manifest a peculiar dissymmetry in this respect’ (122).  In his view, the D-A 
alternation is regarded as substitution of the GOAL for the SOURCE marker.  Furthermore, he 
claims, the substitution always works the same direction, i.e. GOAL for SOURCE, and never the 
other way around — a phenomenon he calls the goal-over-source principle (123).  Ikegami 
explains this unidirectionality in terms of markedness: GOAL is the unmarked concept of the 
two, and SOURCE is the marked one.  Thus, according to Ikegami, the D-A alternation is a 
phenomenon in which the unmarked GOAL takes over the marked SOURCE.  He observes: 

The source and the goal mean the starting and the ending point, respectively.  If we hear that 
something has started, we are still left with an expectation to be told that it has arrived at a 
certain point.  Otherwise, it will be felt incomplete as a description of a motion.  On the 
other hand, if we hear that something has arrived at some place and ended its motion there, 
we feel quite satisfied with the description in spite of the fact that we are not told about the 
start of the motion.  The source and the goal are thus psychologically not equally valued as 
constituting elements of a completed motion.  The mention of the goal is essential, but the 
mention of the source is only optional.  (135) 

In Japanese, Ikegami claims, the substitution of GOAL for SOURCE takes place in the 
linguistic representations of giving and receiving.  For example, in English one says to receive X 
from Y, to borrow X from Y, and to learn X from Y; in Japanese the corresponding expressions 
can use the GOAL marker, ‘to receive X to Y’, ‘to borrow X to Y’, and ‘to learn X to Y’. 
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The cause of this substitution is, Ikegami continues, a shift in the semantic focus laid on the 
participants.  He notes, ‘By receiving something from the giver which affects the receiver 
advantageously or disadvantageously, the receiver owes something to the giver, who is now 
promoted from the status of a mere initiator of an act (represented as source) to that of one 
(represented as goal) to whom the receiver is subordinated’ (143).  He argues that there is a 
correlation between the choice of a GOAL expression (instead of SOURCE) and the notion of 
increased agentivity, and proposes the following hierarchy of agentivity for Japanese (142). 

(19)  Nominative > Goal > Source > Accusative 

If an entity is encoded in the nominative, its agentivity is strongly highlighted; if an entity is 
marked as GOAL, it is still conceptualized in a more human way than one marked as SOURCE. 

According to Ikegami, there are two types of predicates — the RECEIVE type (e.g. uketor- 
‘receive’, kaw- ‘buy’), and the BEING-GIVEN type (e.g. kari- ‘borrow’, naraw- ‘learn’, moraw- 
‘receive, get’).  In the RECEIVE type, the semantic focus of agentivity lies on the receiver; the 
receiver is regarded as the one who has the initiative, while the giver, with demoted agentivity, 
remains as merely the SOURCE.  In the BEING-GIVEN type, the semantic focus of agentivity 
lies on the giver; the giver is regarded as the one who has the initiative, the one with promoted 
agentivity, and hence the giver can be represented as the GOAL (140-141).5  I agree with him 
that the dative marii ni in (20b) is felt to be more agentive than the ablative marii kara. 

(20) a.  zyon   wa    marii   kara/*ni         hon    o     uketotta. 
       John    TOP   Mary   SOURCE/GOAL    book   ACC   receive 

       ‘John received a book from/*to Mary.’ 

    b.  zyon   wa    marii   kara/ni          hon    o     moratta. 
       John    TOP   Mary   SOURCE/GOAL    book   ACC   got 
       Lit. ‘John got a book from/to Mary.’ 

2.3.  Summary 
In this section I have summarized three analyses of D-A alternation.  Inoue’s and Shibatani’s 
analyses capture our intuition that the alternation is triggered by certain properties of the 
predicates.  Ikegami’s account is unique and profound.  However, these analyses are of only 
limited applicability to N-A alternation, which is not restricted to expressions of movement or 
transfer.  Below I will propose an analysis that can account for both D-A and N-A alternation in 
the framework of Role and Reference Grammar (RRG), as developed by Foley and Van Valin 
(1984) and Van Valin (1993), inter alia. 

                                                 
5 One may argue that while lend, teach, and give are giver-focued, borrow, learn, and receive are clearly 
receiver-focused.  Here, however, Ikegami is discussing the difference between the two subtypes of what 
is conventionally categorized as the receiver-focused predicates. 
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3.  Role and Reference Grammar 
In RRG, the lexical properties of a predicate are decomposed and represented in the predicate’s 
Logical Structure (LS).  This section provides a brief explanation of the LS representation and 
the argument selection mechanism used in RRG. 

3.1.  Logical Structures 
In RRG, thematic relations are not defined independently but are derived from argument 
positions in the predicate’s LS.  Adopting the Vendler-Dowty verb classes (Vendler (1957), 
Dowty (1979)), RRG classifies predicates into four groups according to their Aktionsart — 
states, activities, achievements, and accomplishments.  Only state and activity predicates are 
considered primitives in LS representations; achievement and accomplishment predicates have a 
composite LS built up from state, activity, and various abstract operator(s).  Table 1 provides 
examples. 

A. States 
   Locational           be-at´(x,y)                  x=LOCATIVE, y=THEME 
                      ‘Joan is in the kitchen.’ 

   Non-Locational      dead´(x)                    x=PATIENT 
                      ‘Joan is dead.’ 

                      have´(x,y)                  x=LOCATIVE, y=THEME 
                      ‘Joan has a car.’ 

                      hear´(x,y)                  x=EXPERIENCER, y=THEME 
                      ‘Joan heard the noise.’ 

                      know´(x,y)                 x=EXPERIENCER, y=THEME 
                      ‘Joan knows the problem.’ 

B. Activities           do´(x, [laugh´(x)])           x=EFFECTOR 
                      ‘Joan is laughing.’ 

                      do´(x, [eat´(x,y)])           x=EFFECTOR, y=THEME 
                      ‘Joan eats sushi.’ 

C. Achievements        BECOME [State LS] 

           ‘die’        BECOME dead´(x)           x=PATIENT 
                      ‘Joan died.’ 

D. Accomplishments    [do´(x,∅)] CAUSE [BECOME [State LS]] 

           ‘kill’       [do´(x,∅)] CAUSE [BECOME dead´(y)] 
                      ‘Joan killed Bill.’ 

           ‘murder’    DO (x, [do´(x,∅)]) CAUSE [BECOME dead´(y)] 
                      ‘Joan murdered Bill.’ 
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Table 1: Verb Classes 

State predicates are divided into two subclasses — locational and non-locational.  A 
locational predicate is a predicate of location, while a non-locational predicate is a predicate of 
some other state.  Locationals have two arguments, LOCATION and THEME; non-locationals 
have either one, PATIENT, or two, the exact combination of thematic relations depending on the 
predicate type. 

All activity LSs contain the activity predicate do´, which serves as the marker of 
membership in this class, e.g. sing do´(x,[sing´(x)]), eat do´(x,[eat´(x)]).  Activity predicates 
have either one or two arguments.  If there is only one argument, it is an EFFECTOR, which is 
the participant that brings something about; the label EFFECTOR, however, conveys no 
implication of the volitionality of the designated participant.  The EFFECTOR is defined as the 
first argument of do´ in an activity LS.  When there are two arguments in an activity LS, the first 
is an EFFECTOR and the second a THEME. 

Achievement predicates are inchoative in nature and involve the abstract operator BECOME 
and a state LS.  For example, the LS of the state predicate be-dead is dead´(x), where x is a 
PATIENT; correspondingly, the LS of the achievement predicate die is BECOME dead´(x). 

Accomplishment predicates are inherently causative and have the abstract operator CAUSE 
in their LS.  The LS of kill, for example, is [do´(x,∅)] CAUSE [BECOME dead´(y)].  The x-
argument here is an EFFECTOR.  Note that the second argument of do´, which is generally an 
activity LS, can be null if the predicate indicates only the outcome of the act, not how the 
outcome is achieved.  Kill, for example, indicates only that x causes the death of y; it does not 
encode how x accomplishes the killing.  If the agency of the EFFECTOR is encoded in the 
predicate, e.g. murder, the LS has yet another abstract operator DO, which serves as the marker 
of agentivity.  The AGENT is defined as the first argument of DO.  All AGENTS are 
EFFECTORS, but not vice versa. 

States and activities have a uniform aspectual structure: that is, if the meaning of the 
predicate is represented as predicate´, then predicate´(x) being true for a certain interval implies 
that it is true at any instant in the interval.  Achievements and accomplishments have a complex 
aspectual structure involving an inherent endpoint.  The operator BECOME, which appears in 
both achievement and accomplishment LSs, indicates such an endpoint. 

RRG does not attempt to propose an exhaustive list of thematic relations, but rather regards 
thematic relations as mnemonics for particular argument positions in LS configurations.  The 
thematic relations RECIPIENT, GOAL, and SOURCE (which are considered subtypes of a more 
general LOCATIVE relation) are defined as: 

(21)  RECIPIENT: First argument in LS configuration ‘... BECOME have´(x,y)’ 
     GOAL:      First argument in LS configuration ‘... BECOME be-at/in/on´(x,y)’ 
     SOURCE:    First argument in LS configuration ‘... BECOME NOT have´/              
               be-at/in/on´(x,y)’ 
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3.2.  Macroroles 
We have already defined a handful of thematic relations (i.e. labels for argument positions in 
specific LS configurations).  But attaching too much importance to such labels and to the exact 
semantic relations they represent soon puts us in a dilemma.  Consider two-place activity LSs, for 
example, for which the second argument has been identified as a THEME.  This label is 
satisfactory for predicates like eat, drink, or make, but it is blatantly inappropriate for predicates 
like play (music): in I played the Goldberg Variations, the pieces of music are not affected in any 
way.  To take another example, on semantic grounds one may be inclined to call the second 
argument of a perceptual predicate a STIMULUS, and of a cognitive predicate a CONTENT, 
rather than a THEME.  A priori, such a sensitivity to semantic nuance would seem a good thing; 
but in the present cases, in fact, providing more adequate labels actually leads to a loss of 
generalization. 

RRG gives relatively little weight to the labels and precise semantics of thematic relations 
themselves, but places more focus on contrasts among such relations.  If we examine 
representative members of the four predicate classes, we soon come to realize that certain pairs 
of thematic relations, e.g. LOCATIVE-EXPERIENCER or THEME-PATIENT, never co-occur 
in the LS of any predicate, and that the absence of such combinations is not accidental but 
semantically motivated; we can then investigate which combinations actually are encoded in the 
semantics of natural language predicates.  Thus coining more finely-grained labels for thematic 
relations that never contrast but are treated alike, e.g. STIMULUS and CONTENT, is not 
particularly profitable. 

The approach taken to this problem in RRG is to recognize two groups of thematic relations 
that contrast.  These are called the macroroles of Actor and Undergoer.  The number and choice 
of macroroles that any given predicate takes are normally predictable from its LS representation. 

3.3.  The Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy 
The Actor and the Undergoer (the subject and the direct object of active sentences in accusative 
languages) are selected from the entities appearing in the predicate’s LS.  The selection is based 
on the Actor-Undergoer hierarchy. 

Actor                                                        Undergoer  

A GENT   EFFECTOR   EX PERIENCER   L OCA TIV E   THEM E   

SOURCE   PA TH   GOA L    RECIPIENT
 

Figure 1: Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy in RRG 

According to this hierarchy, the unmarked selection of Actor is AGENT, if there is one in the 
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predicate’s LS; if not, EFFECTOR is selected; if neither AGENT nor EFFECTOR is present, 
EXPERIENCER is selected, and so forth.  Likewise, the unmarked Undergoer is PATIENT, 
followed by THEME and then by LOCATIVE.  Non-macrorole arguments in the predicate’s LS 
are assigned the dative in unmarked cases; marked selections, e.g. the dative subject mentioned 
in Section 1.2.1, must be so stated in the predicate’s LS. 

4.  The RRG Account of N-A and D-A Alternations 

4.1.  N-A Alternation 

4.1.1.  SOURCE Argument in LSs 
Let us resume the discussion of formative alternations in Japanese.  We have observed in (7a) 
and (8a) that N-A alternation occurs with siharaw- ‘pay’ but not with tukaw- ‘use’.  This 
difference is due to the different LS configurations associated with these two types of predicates. 

(22)   siharaw-  ‘pay’:   DO (x, [do´(x,∅)]) CAUSE ([BECOME NOT have´(x,y)] &         
                    [BECOME have´(z,y)]) 
      tukaw-    ‘use’:    DO (x, [do´(x, [use´(x,y)])) 

The LS of the accomplishment predicate siharaw- contains the configuration [BECOME NOT 
have´(x,y)], which licenses a SOURCE NP (recall Section 3.1), whereas the LS of the activity 
predicate tukaw- does not contain such a configuration.  This difference is reflected in the 
possibility of N-A alternation. 

The association of SOURCE with certain predicates harks back to Inoue’s and Shibatani’s 
accounts, summarized above.  Crucially, however, the RRG account proposed here differs from 
theirs in that the association resides in the lexicon, not in the syntax. 

The constraint on N-A alternation is provisionally stated in (23). 

(23)  Constraint on Nominative-Ablative Alternation (Provisional) 
     The nominal entity must appear as both AGENT and SOURCE in the predicate’s LS. 

(23) entails that the predicate’s LS must involve the agentive operator DO and the SOURCE 
configuration [BECOME NOT have´/be-at´(x,y)].  Only accomplishment LSs confirm to this 
constraint, and thus N-A alternation can take place only with accomplishment predicates. 

It is important to note that (as Shibatani points out for D-A alternation) being merely a 
SOURCE is not sufficient to trigger N-A alternation.  Consider the achievement predicate nakus- 
‘lose’, whose LS is shown in (24). 

(24)   nakus-  ‘lose’:   BECOME NOT have´(x,y) 

This LS configuration has a SOURCE (x) but not an AGENT, and, as predicted by (23), nakus- 
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does not trigger N-A alternation.6 

(25)   zyoon   ga/*kara    okane    o     nakusita. 
      Joan     NOM/ABL   money   ACC   lost 
      ‘Joan lost money.’ 

According to the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy presented in Section 3.3, an ablative 
(SOURCE) Actor is a highly marked selection, and ablative NPs permit less flexibility in 
interpretation than do nominative NPs.  If watasi ‘I’ in (7a) is marked with the nominative, 
watasi ga okane o siharaimasu ‘I’ll pay the money’, the sentence is ambiguous between the 
readings ‘I’ll pay for it as my treat’ and ‘I’ll deliver the money to the recipient’.  If watasi is 
marked with the ablative, by contrast, the sentence permits only the latter reading.  That is, the 
ablative marking brings out the SOURCE status of the NP.  If we consider the former reading 
(I’ll pay for it as my treat) as more agentive, this difference fits in well with Ikegami’s agentivity 
hierarchy, discussed in Section 2.2. 

4.1.2.  Metaphor in N-A Alternation 
The constraint on N-A alternation stated in (23) is not yet adequate, however.  There are cases in 
which no SOURCE argument appears in the predicate’s LS, and yet N-A alternation can take 
place, e.g. (26).  Those predicates are subsumed under the class of communication verbs — e.g. 
iw- ‘say/tell’, hookoku s- ‘report’, osie- ‘tell/teach’, sirase- ‘notify’, tutae- ‘tell/convey’, mise- 
‘show (convey information by showing something)’. 

(26)  sono   koto     wa    watasi   ga/kara     zyoon   ni     tutaeta. 
     that   matter   TOP   I        NOM/ABL   Joan     DAT   told 
     ‘As for that matter, I told (it) to Joan.’ 

The LS of tutae- is: 

(27)  DO (x, [do´(x,∅)]) CAUSE [BECOME know´(y,z)] 

Since it fails to incorporate a SOURCE configuration, this LS cannot in itself account for the 
ablative marking on watasi in (26).  The only principled way to explain this N-A alternation is to 
invoke the general conceptual metaphor called the CONDUIT metaphor: the notion that ideas are 
objects that can be sent and received (Reddy (1979)).  The CONDUIT metaphor has its own 
meta-LS, given in (28). 

(28)   DO (x, [do´(x,∅)]) CAUSE ([BECOME be-at´(y,z)] & [BECOME NOT be-at´(x,z)]) 
      x=AGENT, EFFECTOR, SOURCE; y=GOAL; z=THEME 

When the LSs (27) and (28) are co-present, the resultant composite LS acquires from the meta-

                                                 
6 This fact was brought to my attention by Robert Van Valin. 
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LS an extra component [BECOME NOT be-at´(x,z)], which licenses ablative marking on the x-
argument.  An appeal to the CONDUIT metaphor is crucial here because — in sharp contrast to 
literal physical transfers — transferred information continues to exist at the SOURCE even as it 
is transferred to the GOAL.  Thus the LS sub-configuration [BECOME NOT be-at´(x,z)] is not 
applicable to the information transfer per se; it applies only in the world of the metaphor. 

Many speech act predicates — e.g. settoku s- ‘persuade’, sasow- ‘invite’, home- ‘praise’, 
sikar- ‘scold’ — also permit N-A alternation.  This is predicted by the present analysis, because 
all speech act predicates contain a communication predicate in their LS.7 

The constraint on N-A alternation (23) is accordingly revised as: 

(29)  Constraint on Nominative-Ablative Alternation (Revised) 
     The nominal entity must appear as both AGENT and SOURCE in the predicate’s LS or    
   in the meta-LS associated with the predicate. 

4.2.  D-A Alternation 

4.2.1.  Simplex Sentences 
Sentences (7b) and (8b) show that D-A alternation occurs with kari- ‘borrow’ but not with mise- 
‘show’.  The LSs of these predicates are given in (30). 

(30)   kari-   ‘borrow’:  DO (x, [do´(x,∅)]) CAUSE ([BECOME have´(x,y)] &              
              [BECOME NOT have´(z,y)]) 
      mise-   ‘show’:    DO (x, [do´(x,∅)]) CAUSE [BECOME see´(y,z)] 

In canonical case marking, the AGENT (x), selected as the Actor, is marked with the nominative, 
the THEME (y), selected as the Undergoer, is marked with the accusative, and the GOAL (z), a 
non-macrorole argument, is marked with the dative.  Alternatively, the SOURCE configuration 
[BECOME NOT have´(x,y)] in the LS of kari- licenses a SOURCE NP and permits ablative 
marking on x; in the LS of mise-, the lack of a SOURCE configuration prevents this alternative 
case marking. 

The constraint on D-A alternation (identical to the provisional version of the constraint on 
N-A alternation) is formulated as: 

(31)  Constraint on Dative-Ablative Alternation 
     The nominal entity must appear as both AGENT and SOURCE in the predicate’s LS. 

4.2.2.  Causative Clauses 
D-A alternation also occurs in causative clauses.  Recall (12), restated here as (32). 

                                                 
7 This phenomenon was pointed out to me by Toshio Ohori. 
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(32)   watasi   wa    zyoon   ni/kara    siharaw-ase-ta. 
      I        TOP   Joan     DAT/ABL   pay-CAUS-PST 

      a.  ‘I made (them) pay, starting with Joan.’   [Inceptive] 
      b.  ‘I made Joan pay.’ 

The process of D-A alternation in causatives is essentially the same as N-A alternation.  The 
causee is the AGENT of the inner predicate, which is canonically marked with the nominative in 
a simplex clause.  Causative clauses, however, also have a causer, which is selected as the Actor 
of the entire clause.  If the inner predicate has two macroroles and its non-AGENT (non-causee) 
argument is lower than the causee in the Actor hierarchy, that argument is selected as the 
Undergoer and is marked with the accusative, while the AGENT of the inner predicate, now a 
non-macrorole argument, is marked with the dative.  If the inner predicate takes only one 
macrorole, the causee is selected as the Undergoer and is marked with the accusative.8  The D-A 
alternation in a causative clause is, therefore, subject to the same constraint as that on N-A 
alternation (29): an alternating nominal must be AGENT and SOURCE in the predicate’s LS or 
in the associated meta-LS.  In (33) koros- ‘kill’ has an AGENT but not a SOURCE, and thus a 
causative clause with koros- does not allow ablative marking. 

(33)   koros- ‘kill’:  DO (x, [do´(x,∅)]) CAUSE [BECOME dead´(y)] 

      watasi   wa    zyoon   ni/*kara    tomu   o     koros-ase-ta. 
      I        TOP   Joan     DAT/ABL    Tom    ACC   kill-CAUS-PST 

      ‘I made Joan kill Tom.’ 

4.2.3.  Passive Clauses 
In RRG, the unmarked choice of subject in a passive construction is the Undergoer, and the 
Actor is optionally encoded as an adjunct NP.  The formative marking this adjunct NP in 
Japanese is ni, which is customarily glossed as the agentive ‘by’.  I consider, however, that the 
agentive interpretation of ni is structural, i.e., it is assigned by the passive construction; thus I 
maintain, like Miyagawa (1989), that ni here is the dative marker. 

D-A alternation occurs frequently in passive constructions.  Again, some predicates permit 
the alternation, while others prohibit it.  The D-A alternation in passive clauses is basically the 
same as N-A alternation in the corresponding active clause.  Consider the following examples 
taken from Shibatani (1978: 302-303). 

(34) a.  haha      ni/kara     hazimete    titi      no    sisyuu      o 
       Mother   DAT/ABL    first.time    Father   GEN   anthology   ACC 

       mise-rare-ta      no      wa ... 
       show-PASS-PST    NMLZ   TOP 
                                                 
8 With some predicates, the causee can optionally be marked with the dative in this single macrorole 
case; however, I do not discuss this alternation further in this article. 
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       ‘The first time that I was shown Father’s anthology by Mother was ...’ 

    b.  natuko     ga      kuma   ni/*kara    koros-are-masita. 
       Natsuko   NOM   bear    DAT/ABL    kill-PASS-PST 

       ‘Natsuko was killed by a bear.’ 

As shown in (30), the LS of mise ‘show’ does not contain a SOURCE entity; however, the 
CONDUIT meta-LS is evoked by mise-, and thus N-A alternation can take place.  On the other 
hand, the LS of koros- ‘kill’, which also lacks a SOURCE, is not a communication class 
predicate, and thus N-A alternation is blocked.  If N-A alternation is not possible in the active 
counterpart, D-A alternation cannot occur in the passive clauses. 

An exception to this generalization involves predicates that express emotion toward a person 
or object (emotion predicates), e.g. ais- ‘love’, kawaigar- ‘love’, kiraw- ‘hate’, nikum- ‘hate’, as 
reported by Shibatani (1978: 303-304).  Despite the fact that N-A alternation is impossible in 
(35), the corresponding passive sentences in (36) do allow D-A alternation. 

(35) a.  sensee    ga/*kara    mari    o     kirat-te     iru.9 
       teacher   NOM/ABL   Mari   ACC   hate-CONJ   be-NPST 

       ‘The teacher hates Mari.’ 

    b.  sensee    ga/*kara    ken   o    kawaigat-te   iru. 
       teacher   NOM/ABL   Ken   ACC  love-CONJ    be-NPST 

       ‘The teacher loves Ken.’ 

(36) a.  mari    wa    sensee    ni/kara     kiraw-are-te      iru. 
       Mari   TOP   teacher   DAT/ABL    hate-PASS-CONJ   be-NPST 

       ‘Mari is hated by the teacher.’ 

    b.  ken   wa    sensee    ni/kara     kawaigar-are-te   iru. 
       Ken   TOP   teacher   DAT/ABL    love-PASS-CONJ   be-NPST 

       ‘Ken is loved by the teacher.’ 

Shibatani (303) groups these emotion predicates together with communication predicates 
(including speech-act predicates) and proposes that all predicates in this group imply that some 
abstract object (information, love, praise) is directed toward the object referent. 

Emotion predicates, however, must be at least partially distinguished from communication 
predicates in that the latter, but not the former, permit N-A alternation.  This difference is again 
due to the different LS configurations of the two groups of predicates.  While communication 
predicates evoke the CONDUIT meta-LS that contains a SOURCE entity, emotion predicates 
                                                 
9 Kiraw- and kawaigar- are achievement predicates in Japanese; the TE I- construction is used to make 
them stative in these examples. 
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lack such an association.  The constraint on N-A alternation states that the predicate’s LS or its 
associated meta-LS must have an entity that is both AGENT and SOURCE.  This is why only 
communication predicates, but not emotion predicates, permit N-A alternation.  However, this 
leaves unanswered the question as to why passive sentences with an emotion predicate permit D-
A alternation, which ought to be subject to the same constraint as that on N-A alternation in the 
corresponding active sentence.  The crucial clue, I will argue, lies in a metaphor that is frequently 
associated with emotion predicates. 

4.2.4.  Metaphor in D-A Alternation 
Emotion predicates evoke the EMOTIONAL EFFECT IS PHYSICAL CONTACT metaphor 
(Lakoff and Johnson (1980: 50)), a metaphor we may call the EMOTION metaphor, e.g. ‘He 
made his mark on the world’, ‘She’s a knockout’, ‘I was struck by his sincerity’, ‘I was touched 
by her remark’.  The EMOTION metaphor is significantly different from the CONDUIT 
metaphor in that the CONDUIT metaphor specifies the direction of movement (from the sender 
to the receiver), whereas the EMOTION metaphor does not imply directionality.  The mover in a 
case of contact can be either of the participants, or even both.  And indeed emotion is an 
inherently bi-directional phenomenon.  Love, for example, is generated within a person, and in 
this respect the lover is AGENT-like; on the other hand, the lover is affected emotionally by 
some outside entity, and in this respect s/he is PATIENT-like.  Likewise, the beloved entity 
triggers the emotion and is thus AGENT-like, while at the same time the beloved does not 
actively participate in the situation and is thus PATIENT-like.  It may be appropriate to call the 
Actor of an emotion predicate an EXPERIENCER, but there is no uncontroversial label for the 
Undergoer.  For want of a better label, I maintain THEME for the Undergoer, as in Section 3.1.  
(The label itself should not be taken seriously; it is only a mnemonic for the second argument in 
the LS of emotion predicates.) 

In active clauses with an emotion predicate, the default linking rule applies: the Actor is 
marked with the nominative and the Undergoer with the accusative.  In this case, due to the 
nominative marking, the agentivity of the Actor (and in turn the directionality from Actor to 
Undergoer) is highlighted  (cf. Ikegami’s agentivity hierarchy in Section 2.2).  In passive clauses, 
the Undergoer is marked with the nominative and the Actor, which is now a non-macrorole 
argument, with the dative.  Given the ambiguity in the dynamics of emotional events, the 
nominative here serves to highlight the agentivity of the Undergoer.  In this case, I suggest, the 
ablative marking on the Actor can be called for to counteract this inevitable promotion of 
agentivity engendered by the nominative marking on the Undergoer.  In other words, the ablative 
makes the Actor play a more significant role in the situation by indicating the directionality from 
the Actor to the Undergoer.  This claim is hard to justify, but in (37), where the active role of 
sensee ‘teacher’ is emphasized by the adverb, ablative marking is more natural than in (36a). 

(37)  mari    ga      sensee   ni/kara    hagesiku   kirawarete iru. 
     Mari   NOM   teacher  DAT/ABL   furiously   is.hated 
     Lit. ‘Mari is hated by the teacher furiously.’ 
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If this claim is valid, Ikegami’s agentivity hierarchy, which places the dative (GOAL) higher than 
the ablative (SOURCE), must be reconsidered. 

4.3.  Summary 
In Section 4 I have presented an RRG account of N-A and D-A alternation in Japanese.  In either 
alternation, the non-ablative alternant (the nominative or dative) is assigned by the default rule 
that links macroroles and the nominal formatives.  For the ablative to alternate with the 
nominative or the dative, the NP in question must bear the multiple thematic relations of AGENT 
and SOURCE.  In D-A alternation this requirement must be satisfied in the predicate’s LS alone; 
in N-A alternation it can also be satisfied by the CONDUIT meta-LS if the predicate belongs to 
the communication class. 

Passive clauses with an emotion predicate exhibit an interesting ablative marking that is not 
available in their active counterparts.  I have argued that (i) the dynamics of emotional events is 
inherently bi-directional, (ii) the nominative on the Undergoer promotes its agentivity, and (iii) 
the ablative cancels this promotion by highlighting the directionality from the Actor to the 
Undergoer. 

My analysis of the ablative alternations relies heavily on the notion of multiple thematic 
relations.  The next section will be devoted to consideration of the theoretical significance of 
multiple thematic relations in syntax. 

5.  Multiple Thematic Relations 
In RRG, thematic relations are not treated as primitives but are defined according to the position 
of the entity in the predicate’s LS.  Since there is no intrinsic reason preventing an entity from 
appearing more than once in a LS, an entity may simultaneously bear more than one thematic 
relation.  The notion of multiple thematic relations is problematic for many contemporary 
syntactic theories which do not employ lexical decomposition.  For example, Fillmore (1968) 
contended that each NP in a clause could bear one, and only one, thematic relation (originally 
called deep case), and that a predicate could not simultaneously assign the same thematic relation 
to different NPs — the idea which was reformulated by Chomsky (1981) as the Theta-Criterion, 
and by Kaplan and Bresnan (1982) as the Completeness and Coherence Conditions.10  Not only 
does this claims contradict our intuitive understanding of the lexical semantics of many 
predicates, but it also fails to capture generalizations which should be made in terms of thematic 
relations. 

Some Japanese researchers (e.g. Miyagawa (1989), Takezawa (1993)) have claimed that 
both ik- ‘go’ and tuk- ‘arrive’ are ‘unaccusative’ verbs that have a THEME subject.  In their 
analysis, zyoon would bear exactly the same thematic relation in both (38a) and (38b), THEME. 

(38) a. zyoon  wa   kokyaku  ni    denwa     si  ni  hayaku  zimusyo  ni    itta. 

                                                 
10 Fillmore’s later work (1977) presens a modified version which, like Jackendoff (1987, 1990), allows 
more than one thematic relation per argument, e.g. AGENT-SOURCE with the verb sell. 
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      Joan    TOP  clients    DAT  telephone  do to  early    office     LOC  went 
      ‘Joan went to the office early to call the clients.’ 

    b. *zyoon  wa   kokyaku ni    denwa     si  ni  hayaku zimusyo ni    tuita. 
        Joan   TOP  clients   DAT  telephone  do to  early   office    LOC  arrived 
      Lit. ‘Joan arrived at the office early to call the clients.’   [Intended] 

In both sentences there is a GOAL, and the mover is the referent of the subject zyoon; thus zyoon 
is a THEME in both sentences.  However, while ik- can co-occur with the purpose phrase V-ni, 
tuk- is incompatible with it.  Naturally, the semantics of a purpose phrase requires its argument to 
be AGENT.  If a theory does not have some mechanism for assigning multiple thematic relations 
to an argument, this generalization cannot be captured without ad hoc stipulations. 

As we have already seen, in RRG the semantic differences between ik- and tuk- can be 
expressed naturally in their LS representations: the LS of ik-, but not of tuk-, has an entity in both 
the AGENT and the THEME positions, as shown in (39). 

(39)  ik- ‘go’:       DO (x, [do´(x,∅)]) CAUSE [BECOME be-at´(y,x)] 
     tuk- ‘arrive’:   BECOME be-at´(x,y) 

The LS of ik- can be paraphrased as ‘Someone x moves voluntarily causing a change in his/her 
location to y.’  Tuk-, which is an achievement predicate, shares only the last part of the LS of ik-; 
it lacks the abstract operator DO, whose first argument is definitionally AGENT.  Tuk- simply 
indicates that y moves to the x-location; the energy source of this movement is immaterial.  
These LSs account for the difference in grammaticality in (38).  For a motion predicate to 
accommodate the purpose phrase V-ni, the moving entity must also be an AGENT — i.e., the 
predicate must have in its LS an entity that is simultaneously AGENT and THEME. 

To justify the presence of DO in the LS of ik-, let us compare ik- with k- ‘come’.  As shown 
in (40), k- can be predicated of an inanimate entity, but ik- cannot (in ordinary discourse style).11  
In (40), (a) and (c) are quite natural, but (b) is necessarily a poetic expression, and (d) is 
unacceptable. 

(40) a.  haru     ga      kita. 
                                                 
11 Ik- can predicate an inanimate entity only when that entity refers to or stands metonymically 
for some information (the CONDUIT METAPHOR) and the GOAL is not the speaker. 
    moo sugu  {renraku/denwa}   ga     ikimasu. 

    soon        notice/telephone   NOM  go 

    Lit. ‘{Notice/Telephone} will go (to you) soon.’ 

    ‘You’ll receive notice/a phone call soon.’ 
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       spring   NOM   came 
       ‘Spring has come.’ 

    b.  haru     ga      itta. 
       spring   NOM   went 
       ‘Spring has gone away.’ 

    c.  senzai       itiguu   no    kooki    ga      kita. 
       1000-years   once    GEN   chance   NOM   came 
       ‘The chance of a lifetime has come.’ 

    d.  #senzai       itiguu   no    kooki    ga      itta. 
         1000-years   once    GEN   chance   NOM   went 
         ‘The chance of a lifetime has gone.’ 

The sentences in (40), where no AGENT is involved, thus support the claim that ik-, but not k-, 
has AGENT as its subject. 

However, even though k- does not have AGENT, it can co-occur with a V-ni purpose phrase. 

(41)   zyoon  wa   kokyaku  ni    denwa     si  ni  hayaku  zimusyo  ni    kita. 
      Joan    TOP  clients    DAT  telephone  do to  early    office     LOC  came 
      ‘Joan came to the office early to call the clients.’ 

This fact implies that there are three types of predicates with respect to agentivity — the ik-,  k-, 
and tuk- types.  I will examine these three types in the next section. 

6.  Agentivity in LS Representation 

6.1.  AGENT vs. EFFECTOR 
As mentioned earlier (Section 3.1), all AGENTS are EFFECTORS, but not vice versa.  AGENT 
in RRG is a secondary relation because it always recurs somewhere else in the predicate’s LS; 
i.e., AGENT always bears some other thematic relation(s) to the predicate (EFFECTOR, 
SOURCE, etc.).  The most significant difference between AGENT and EFFECTOR is that 
EFFECTOR need not be animate: it is simply an effective participant in the event or situation 
identified by the predicate.  A natural force, for example, qualifies as an EFFECTOR.  AGENT, 
on the other hand, must be an animate being — prototypically a human being — who instigates 
an event or situation.  AGENT is frequently construed as volitional or intentional; however, this 
construal is too strong.  An AGENT, I propose, is someone who has control over his/her own 
actions and thus, in turn, over the happening of an event; only animate entities fit this definition.  
An AGENT brings about some event intentionally or unintentionally, volitionally or 
unvolitionally; but an AGENT can also, if s/he so desires, prevent the event from happening. 

Investigating nominative and ergative alternation in Tsova-Tush (a North-Central Caucasian 
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language), Holisky (1987: 119) claims, following Sadock (1980), that the thematic relation 
AGENT is often not a property of the predicate at all, but is derived jointly from the semantics of 
the clause and the pragmatic principle that directs: You may interpret EFFECTORS and 
EFFECTOR-THEMES which are human as AGENTS (in the absence of any information to the 
contrary).  She reasons that, as indicated above, AGENT always has another thematic relation, 
and thus ‘the meaning of agency seems to be something that is overlaid on other roles, but does 
not exist independently of them’ (118).  Furthermore, she points out that agency, though often 
present, is easily cancelled.  Van Valin and Wilkins (forthcoming) also propose the elimination 
of the thematic relation AGENT from the LS of most predicates, drawing examples from various 
languages, e.g. Bolivian Quechua and Mparntwe Arrente (a Central Australian Aboriginal 
language). 

While this claim is plausible for English and the languages just mentioned, its applicability 
to Japanese is dubious.  Crosslinguistically, predicates that are otherwise similar in meaning may 
differ in their LS encoding of agentivity from language to language.  In Japanese, lexical 
agentivity of predicates is more common than in English — indeed, it is the condition that 
triggers frequent ellipsis of an argument in Japanese.  Japanese verbs are rarely used both 
transitively and intransitively: for example, verbs corresponding to break (VT) and break (VI) are 
morphologically related but distinct in Japanese.  Another example of agentivity differences in 
LS is the verb koros-, which is the unmarked translation of the English verb kill.  Whereas 
English kill does not encode agentivity, koros- does.  That is, while a mere EFFECTOR can be 
the subject of kill, it cannot be the subject of koros-.  Thus (42a) with an inanimate subject is 
acceptable, but the corresponding Japanese sentence (42b) is acceptable only in highly marked 
rhetorical style, as a case of personification. 

(42) a.   The war killed many soldiers. 

    b.  #sensoo  ga     ookuno  heesi   o    korosita. 
        war    NOM  many    soldier  ACC  killed 
        ‘The war killed many solders.’               [Intended] 

In fact, as I have argued elsewhere (Hasegawa (1992b), forthcoming), agentivity is present in 
most Japanese activity and accomplishment predicates.  English sentences like The key opened 
the door, The stone broke the glass, The job pays handsomely, cannot be translated into Japanese 
maintaining the original subject in English.  Japanese does have nonagentive transitive verbs, but 
they are few in number.  The occurrence of an inanimate Actor with the verbs atae- ‘give’ and 
umidas- ‘produce’ in (43) is natural, but with hakai s- ‘destroy’ and osinagas- ‘wash away’ in 
(44) an inanimate Actor is necessarily conceived as personified, although the English translations 
do not convey this connotation. 

(43) a.  zyoon  no   taido    wa   hito-bito  ni    yoi    insyoo      o    ataeta. 
       Joan    GEN  attitude  TOP  people    DAT  good  impression  ACC  gave 
       ‘Joan’s attitude gave a good impression to the people.’ 
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    b.  sensoo  ga     ooku  no   nanmin  o     umidasite      iru. 
       war    NOM  may   GEN  refugee  ACC   produce-CONJ   be 
       ‘The war is producing many refugees.’ 

(44) a.  bakudan  ga     biru      o    hakaisita. 
       bomb     NOM  building   ACC  destroyed 
       ‘The bomb destroyed the building.’ 

    b.  koozui  ga     hasi    o    osinagasita. 
       flood   NOM  bridge  GEN  washed.away 
       ‘The flood washed the bridge away.’ 

Unaware of this fact about encoded agentivity, native speakers of English frequently utter 
unnatural sentences like (45). 

 

 

(45) a.  #zyoon  wa   megane      o     watta. 
        Joan    TOP  eye-glasses   ACC   broke 
        ‘Joan (accidentally) broke the eye-glasses.’      [Intended] 

    b.  #zyoon  wa   ukkari-to     biru  no   tegami   o     yonda. 
        Joan    TOP  accidentally  Bill  GEN  letter    ACC   read 
        ‘Joan accidentally read Bill’s letter.’           [Intended] 

Zyoon in (45a) is necessarily interpreted as AGENT; hence if Joan broke the eye-glasses by 
accident, the sentence is inappropriate.  (45b) is anomalous because of the collocation of non-
agentive ukkari-to ‘accidentally’ and agentive yonda ‘read’. 

Agentive predicates can co-occur with non-agentive adverbials, but the agentivity of the 
predicate must then be explicitly cancelled by the use of the TE SIMAW- construction. 

(46) a.  zyoon  wa   megane     o    watte       simatta. 
       Joan    TOP  eye-glasses  ACC  break-CONJ  put 
       ‘Joan broke the eye-glasses (accidentally).’ 

    b.  zyoon  wa   ukkari-to       biru  no   tegami  o    yonde     simatta. 
       Joan    TOP  unintentionally  Bill  GEN  letter   ACC  read-CONJ  put 
       ‘Joan accidentally read Bill’s letter.’ 

These considerations provide two diagnostic tests for the lexical encoding of agentivity in 
LS: (i) whether or not an inanimate entity can be the subject, and (ii) whether or not the predicate 
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can collocate with a non-agentive adverbial without TE SIMAW-.  The first test is language-
universal, and the second Japanese-specific.  If a predicate permits an inanimate subject and/or 
can collocate with a non-agentive adverbial without TE SIMAW-, agentivity is not present in its 
LS representation. 

6.2.  Three Types of Agentivity Encoding 
In Section 5 we observed that the motion predicates ik- ‘go’, k- ‘come’, and tuk- ‘arrive’ behave 
differently with respect to agentivity and the possibility of co-occurrence with the purpose phrase 
V-ni.  Ik-, but not k- and tuk-, requires an animate Actor in normal speech; and tuk-, but not ik- 
and k-, is incompatible with V-ni. 

(47) a.  zyoon  ga     zimusyo  ni    itta/kita/tuita. 
       Joan    NOM  office     LOC  went/came/arrived 
       ‘Joan went to/came to/arrived at the office.’ 

    b.  kyoohakuzyoo  ga     zyoon  no   zimusyo  ni    *itta/kita/tuita. 
       blackmail      NOM  Joan    GEN  office     LOC   went/came/arrived 
       ‘Blackmail *went to/came to/arrived at Joan’s office.’ 

 

(48)   zyoon wa   kokyaku  ni    denwa    si  ni  hayaku zimusyo ni 
      Joan   TOP  clients    DAT  telephone do to  early   office    LOC 
      itta/kita/*tuita. 
      went/came/arrived 
      ‘Joan went to/came to/*arrived at the office early to call the clients.’ 

Thus k- sometimes patterns with ik- and sometimes with tuk-. 
It is impossible to account for these data without positing two (polysemous) predicates for k-

.  In one sense k- is an achievement  predicate synonymous with tuk-; in the other sense, k- is an 
accomplishment synonymous with ik-.  The two LSs are given in (49). 

(49)   k- ‘come’:   BECOME be-at´(x,y) 
      k- ‘come’:   DO (x, [do´(x,∅)]) CAUSE [BECOME be-at´(y,x)] 

Ik- and k- are deictic predicates that encode, physically or metaphorically, the location of the 
speaker; some uses of ik- and k- have no extensional difference except as regards the encoded 
deictic center (Hasegawa (1993)).  Thus it is justified to regard k- in this latter usage as a 
variation of ik-.  In this analysis, non-agentive sentences like (40a,c) contain the achievement k-, 
whereas agentive sentences like (41, 48) contain the accomplishment k-. 
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7.  Conclusion 
In this article I have argued that the ablative can alternate with the nominative or the dative if the 
NP represents an argument that appears in both the AGENT and SOURCE positions in the 
predicate’s LS.  The ablative with a communication predicate is an exception to this constraint; it 
is licensed by the meta-LS standing for the CONDUIT metaphor.  Predicates indicating emotion 
toward an entity may have the ablative in place of the (agentive) dative in passive sentences.  In 
all cases, the alternating NP must exhibit multiple thematic relations.  The corollary is that a 
constraint like the Theta Criterion must be reconsidered.  The thematic relation AGENT plays a 
more prominent role in Japanese verbal semantics than in English.  Agentivity is encoded in most 
Japanese predicates, whereas it is absent from most predicates in English. 
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